In my first term as treasurer I was challenged with many obstacles. Given the extremely difficult situation the OSM treasury is today after serious irregularities has been discovered I mostly tried to carry out day to day operation and ensure as much as possible that the situation do not cause disruption of the project activities.

Unfortunately as for today the complete handout could not have been completed. Mainly due to travel restrictions caused by a pandemic thus the board and myself are looking for most painless possible solution.

I hope to be re-elected in my position as the treasurer and I am hopeful looking forward to the future when the formal issues are entirely solved so I can focus more on improving all processes and providing more transparency to the entire community.

My most important goal is transparency and, above everything else, improving communication within the community and ensuring a respectful behaviour.

Few personal information:
• I was born in Poland but live in Germany since 2002.
• I studied computer science at University of Applied Sciences in Darmstadt.
• I speak English, German and Polish languages. Also a tiny little bit of Spanish which I'm currently learning.
• I am a trained data protection officer certified by TÜV Nord
• Finished additional courses at Hasso Plattner Institute for Network Data Security and Digital Identity
• On a daily basis I work as software developer.
• I'm a passionate beekeeper and I love photography
• I'm a dog person and tend to trust dogs more than humans.
• Beside software development I have longtime experience in Linux administration.
• I am one of the founding members and former First Chairman of the PCJ Open Source Foundation Council.
• I spoke at several JoomlaDays and other Joomla conferences. I also helped to create the first JoomlaDay Poland.
• I love Joomla and its community and I believe in its future.
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